Abstract: Wearing comfort of clothing is dependent on air permeability, moisture absorbency and wicking properties of fabric, which are related to the porosity of fabric. In this work, a plug-in is developed using Python script and incorporated in Abaqus/CAE for the prediction of porosity of plain weft knitted fabrics. The Plug-in is able to automatically generate 3D solid and multifilament weft knitted fabric models and accurately determine the porosity of fabrics in two steps. In this work, plain weft knitted fabrics made of monofilament, multifilament and spun yarn made of staple fibers were used to evaluate the effectiveness of the developed plug-in. In the case of staple fiber yarn, intra yarn porosity was considered in the calculation of porosity. The first step is to develop a 3D geometrical model of plain weft knitted fabric and the second step is to calculate the porosity of the fabric by using the geometrical parameter of 3D weft knitted fabric model generated in step one. The predicted porosity of plain weft knitted fabric is extracted in the second step and is displayed in the message area. The predicted results obtained from the plug-in have been compared with the experimental results obtained from previously developed models; they agreed well.
Introduction
Porosity is the ratio of void space within the boundaries of solid material to the total volume of solid material, including void spaces, defined by Guidoin [1] . He 
where Vv is volume of void space (cm ); ρm is density of solid material (g/cm 3 ) and L is thickness of material (cm). Benltoufa et al. [2] investigated the different methods for the estimation of the porosity of jersey fabric. They found that the most effective way for the determination of porosity is the use of geometrical modeling. Furthermore, they found that the loop length has more significant effect on porosity of jersey fabric than the stitch density and the thickness of fabric. The proposed model for prediction the porosity of plain knitted fabric by Benltoufa is shown in Equation 3.
where t is sample thickness; l is stitch length; d is yarn diameter; C is course spacing and W is wale spacing. Ogulata and Mavruz [3] developed a theoretical model to predict the porosity and air permeability of plain knitted fabric based on D'Arcy's law and they concluded that the air permeability is higher for fabric with lower yarn density (course/cm) and yarn count (Tex).
Angelova [4] developed an experimental procedure for the evaluation of pore size and pore distribution in a single layer woven fabric by using image analysis. Karaguzel [5] developed a structural model for the estimation of pore size of knitted fabric. Peirce's model was used to calculate the stitch length of fabric and yarns were considered circular in cross-section in her research. It showed the clear difference between the model measured and experimental results.
Dias and Delkumburewatte [6] developed a model which was used to predict the porosity of plain weft knitted fabric by using the repeating unit cell of stitch and also analyzed the effect of number of courses, number of wales, fabric thickness, yarn count and fiber density on porosity of plain knitted fabric. They found that the porosity of plain knitted fabric increases with the increase of stitch length and the thickness of fabric. Their theoretical model for porosity of plain weft knitted fabric is shown below. where T is the yarn count; l is stitch length; C is Course spacing; W is wale spacing; th is fabric thickness and ρf is fiber density. Abdolmaleki et al. [7] studied the 3D porosity of knitted fabric under different uniaxial extension in course direction. They estimated the porosity of fabric based on the empirical formula developed by Guidoin's [1] and compared the results obtained from Guidoin's empirical formula under different extension with 3D theoretical methods developed by Benltoufa [2] and Karaguzel [5] in their earlier research. They also modified Benltoufa's model due to the fact that it cannot estimate the value close to experimental results under uniaxial extension in course direction of knitted fabric.
 
Turan et al. [8] developed a method to predict the inter yarn porosity by image analysis. Delkumburewatte and Dias [9] developed a theoretical model, which used to predict the porosity and radius of capillaries of weft knitted spacer fabric based on the geometrical parameters and they found that the porosity and capillary radius of weft knitted spacer fabric influenced by the number of spacer yarn.
In this work a plug-in incorporated in Abaqus/CAE, which can be used to automatically calculate the porosity of plain weft knitted fabric is developed. Plug-in requires only few input parameters to generate 3D geometrical model of a plain weft knitted fabric. Comparisons of porosity of plain knitted fabrics are made between results obtained from plug-in and experiment.
Materials and Methods
In this work plain weft knitted fabrics made of different yarn, such as monofilament, multifilament and staple fiber, were used in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the developed plug-in. In case of staple fiber yarn intra yarn porosity was also considered in the calculation of porosity. Table 1 shows the fabric specifications of plain weft knitted fabrics. F1 to F4 were unwashed fabrics described by Karaguzel [5] . In her research, the porosity of plain weft knitted fabric is expressed by:
where S is the stitch density; l is the stitch length; R is the radius of yarn; and t is the thickness of fabric. Yarn radius R (in mm) can be calculated by the following equation:
where Ty is the yarn count (Tex);  is the density of fiber (g/cm 3 ) and k is the fiber packing fraction in the yarn. Karaguzel [5] used yarn density of 0.909 g/cm 3 which was used by the Pierce [10] for cotton yarn, due to the fact that the actual values of yarn density are different for both the yarn diameter (width) measured through video microscope and calculated yarn diameter in her research work therefore the actual yarn density values were used for the calculated diameter of yarn in this work in order to calculate the yarn packing fraction.
Plug-in
The Plug-in for the porosity of plain weft knitted fabrics was developed in Abaqus/CAE by using python script. The plug-in comprises two steps/modules, as shown in Figure 1 , including:
(1) 3D geometrical model creation of plain weft knitted fabric; (2) Porosity calculation. 
3D Model
Many researchers have proposed the geometrical model of knitted fabric. Pierce [10] developed geometrical models of knitted structures by considering the "yarn axis follows a path composed of circular arcs and straight lines, on a cylindrical surface following the direction of a course". Doyle [11] , Shinn [12] , Leaf and Glaskin [13] , Leaf [14] , Munden [15] , Postle [16] , Kurbak [17] , and Demiroz and Dias [18] have also studied the geometrical model of knitted fabrics. Choi and Lo [19] developed a mechanical model of plain knitted fabric through energy approach. Lin et al. [20] developed geometrical models of weft knitted fancy structures on the basis of Non-uniform Rational B-splines (NURBS) curve.
In this work, the 3D model of plain weft knitted fabric is generated by using cubic spline curve to define the central axis of yarn. It is assumed that the circular cross-section of yarn sweeps around the central axis. Central axis of yarn was defined by the nine connecting points which are the function of "e", number of courses and wales per centimeter as shown in Figure 2 . Value "e" can be calculated from image analysis. Figure 3 shows the environment of plug-in which generates 3D solid model of plain weft knitted fabric [21] with two options of model (Pierce and parametric) and up to four limited number of courses and wales are available in the plug-in. Parametric model option based on method described above. 
Plug-in for Multifilament Weft Knitted Fabric
There is a variety of software [22] [23] [24] available that can be used to generate weft knitted fabric models in their own environments where yarns are considered as solid. In this work a plug-in was developed which generates multifilament weft knitted fabric in which the filaments are considered individually in a yarn. In this plug-in only parametric model option is available. An idealized packing of circular fibers in yarns was used as described by Schwarz [25] , shown in Figure 4 . This plug-in requires few more input parameters, such as filament radius (rf), number of filament in yarn (N) and yarn twist (turns per cm) rather than mentioned in Figure 3 to create the 3D model of multifilament weft knitted fabric. The total number of layers and the radius of each layer were calculated by the Equations (7) and (8) [25] , which were built-in in the plug-in. 
Prediction of Porosity
Porosities of plain weft knitted fabrics were calculated in the second step by the unit cell approach. Yarn inter-porosity was also considered due to the fact that the yarn volumetric density with respect to packing fraction of fibers is different for staple fiber yarns. Figure 6 shows the plug-in environment of porosity calculation and equation used for the porosity calculation. There are two options available for development of 3D model of weft knitted fabric as solid and multifilament. In case of staple fiber yarn fiber packing fraction is calculated by using Equation (6) . A command is used in the script, which extracts the volume of yarn and unit cell. Porosity of the weft knitted fabric calculated in such way is shown in Figure 6 . The Calculated value of porosity and fiber volume fraction will be automatically displayed in the message area of Abaqus/CAE, shown in Figure 7 . Table 2 and Figure 8 show the comparison between the experimental results obtained by using Guidoin's method and predicted results from plug-in in Abaqus/CAE. In this study the porosity of seven different plain weft knitted fabric was calculated. The plain weft knitted fabrics made from different types of yarns including monofilament and multifilament yarns were used in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the developed plug-in. A strong correlation relation (0.964069) and coefficient of determination (0.9294) between results predicted by the developed plug-in and experimental have been found. Furthermore the predicted results were also compared with results made by other methods as shown in Figure 9 . It shows the accuracy of porosity obtained from the plug-in, which is very close to the previously developed method. 
Results and Discussion

Conclusions
A Plug-in was successfully developed which enables to calculate the porosity of plain weft knitted fabrics. It was developed in Abaqus/CAE by using python scripting which required only few input parameters to automatically calculate the porosity of plain weft knitted fabric. Three-dimensional geometric models of plain weft knitted fabrics were developed by using the actual parameters of the fabric. A strong correlation has been obtained between the experimental results and the Plug-in predicted values of fabric porosity, showing the applicability of the developed plug-in. Moreover a plug-in was successfully developed to generate 3D geometric models of weft knitted fabrics made of twisted and untwisted multifilament yarns. It can be used for simulation and prediction of many different properties of plain weft knitted fabric.
